Philanthropic Sector Weekly Update March 27th
Purpose of this update
Philanthropy New Zealand will release a weekly update to share philanthropic and grantmaking
activity and insight as the sector seeks to support communities in the wake of COVID-19. This update
is a general public document, provided to Ministers, Government, funders, community groups and
media. This is the first update and we welcome feedback on other information to include.

Key points for Government
•

•

•

•

•

Several philanthropic sector funders have expressed a will to fund into areas Government is
heavily engaged with, including health and emergency accommodation. We seek a
Government account manager to support our sector to do this in a way that connects with
Government planning, to help money get to areas of greatest need.
We appreciate the Government package for community groups and ask that Government
make this as easy as possible to apply for given the additional burden on organisations at
this current time. Please ensure you prominently outline the contact number or email that
community groups can use to access more information.
We seek that the Government release the information it’s gathering from the community
sector to support all sectors, including the public and philanthropic funders, to know the
areas of greatest need. This will also relieve the burden on community groups, who will not
be asked by multiple parties for information. For example, the information that the
‘Network or Networks’ is feeding to you.
We seek that the Government develop its support packages and target its communication
using the guiding principle that it seeks to reduce the current societal inequality. Otherwise
programmes may have the unintended consequence of increasing them. Those that can
least face further hardship will bear the brunt of COVID-19 and have the quietest voices and
least power to advocate.
We thank politicians and the public service for its quick work and acknowledge the huge
pressure you are under. We acknowledge that some of the above may take some time to
achieve. We look forward to working with Government where possible to support our
country’s response.

Key points for funders
•
•
•

We acknowledge the quick work of many in the sector to contact the not for profits they
fund to offer relief and help.
We highlight that the sector is starting to think about the medium- and long-term impacts of
COVID-19 and how it can maximise its role in supporting the recovery.
We encourage all funders to follow best practice principles with existing grantees. These sit
in our open letter and can be summarised as:
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o
o
o
o
o

Proactively communicate with grant recipients any changes in giving and processes
and explain why;
Be accessible and responsive to requests for information and engagement from
those they fund;
Stay informed of Government support and activity to know what additional help
their grantees may get or where there are gaps in support;
Collaborate with other funders to identify ways to ease the burden on community
groups needing to communicate with multiple funders;
Consider what flexibility they can offer including:
▪ Trusting not for profits that funds can go to the highest need, rather than
necessarily spending it on the activity outlined in the contract;
▪ Reducing reporting requirements;
▪ Extending reporting and spending deadlines.

We highlight the positive feedback we have received from community organisations as to these
principles, particularly the importance of funder collaboration.

Key points for the public
•

•
•

While there are many experiencing hardship, we also know that there are people with
resources and we’re hearing positive stories about increased giving. We would like to
highlight the increased need for generosity and encourage those who are in a position to
give, to support causes that help the most vulnerable in our society.
There are many ways to donate, including direct to charities or to foundations that can
distribute your money into the areas you care about. Even a little bit makes a difference.
We also encourage people to think about ways they can help, while staying in their bubble
so as not to put themselves or others at risk. There are a number of services that can
connect you with those in need, both at a practical level and also through giving your skills
pro bono. Statistics show our volunteering workforce is older, and people that may take a
longer time to come out of their bubble and resume volunteering duties. Volunteers are
critical for our society to function and the community sector deliver their services.

Overarching trends
•

•

•

•

The current setting presents a unique challenge for philanthropic funders who are
grappling with how to respond to immense and rapidly emerging needs during an
economic downturn which impacts many of their investments.
The sector anticipates a significant increase in demand from NGO services over the
coming months and intense need right now for vulnerable people who are not protected
from health and economic shocks and whose home environment is not safe.
Many funders are reaching out to the community partner organisations they fund to
understand what their needs are at this time and how they can best support. They are
also working on making current application processes super accessible, flexible and
nimble to take the stress off charities working on the front line. They are starting to
think about need medium and longer-term.
There are a range of examples of funder collaboration already underway.
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•

There is rich intelligence held by regional and locally based funders around community
need that will be exacerbated by Covid-19 and the economic downturn.

The philanthropic landscape
Immediate community needs and demand into the medium term
Many funders have raised the issue of food access as a matter of priority and are concerned about
what is in place for our most vulnerable. In the week prior to shut down, children’s charity KidsCan
said demand from schools for food supplies rose sharply.
The Rockefeller Foundation in the US has raised four questions for communities to answer and these
are just as relevant here: How can we help low-income Americans stock-up on food? How will we
feed students in need if schools close or transition to remote learning? How will we support our
emergency food system – particularly food banks and pantries – during what may be a long-term
strain? How will we ensure equitable food distribution, especially if we move to delivery-based
retail models? You can read the full blog here.
Other immediate needs of interest are support for the homeless community (including night
shelters), and those in overcrowded environments, emergency housing for victims of domestic
violence, counselling and other helpline services, tackling increases in domestic violence, alcoholism
and suicide.
Children and young people are also particularly vulnerable at this time. They will not have their
usual range of mentors and support people available through school, sport and leisure interests.
They will not have their usual social connections and outlets. Some may have relied on meals at
school and to have a safe space to be during the day if their family environment is dysfunctional and
puts them at risk.
A current snapshot from the team working in South Auckland for Foundation North is that with a
shift of services from in-person to phone/online, some of these now feel “unreachable” to residents.
Some don’t have adequate access to Wi-Fi/data and some phone line alternatives for essential
services are experiencing high call volumes where people are “giving up” after long wait times. In
terms of living with the practicalities of “lockdown”, not all households have the ability to release a
person to do the supermarket shopping (one-parent families, older people/people with health
conditions or disabilities living alone etc) and GP clinics are not taking ‘new patients’ – leaving
people not registered with a PHO without access to care and support.
Looking forward over the coming weeks, unemployment will be on the rise. Today, Westpac
forecast that 200,000 jobs will be lost in New Zealand as a result of the response to the coronavirus
pandemic which is around 7% of the workforce. Some estimate the unemployment might rise even
higher to 9%.
Forward spend for 2020
Some funders with business or shorter-term investment assets face a significant decrease in
earnings and therefore funding they will have available to distribute due to economic decline.
Others with longer term investment strategies may hold enough cash equivalent investments to
continue to fund normally.
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Those that have suffered a loss are trying to offset this and maintain steady funding levels at
monthly or quarterly granting rounds through the use of reserves or through drawing down on a
percentage of unrestricted funding previously allocated to 2021.
Some funders don’t anticipate a drop in funding given the nature of their income, and some have
indicated that they are increasing funding.
The Vodafone Foundation will be able to provide additional and emergency funding for their
community partners to support them with costs and resilience so that they can continue to deliver
key services for young people. Many local Community Foundations are accepting donations into
funds to be channeled to where needs are greatest in communities.
Emergency and Rapid Response Funding
In terms of current commitments to grantees, this open letter shares principles that philanthropists
and grantmakers are following to support those who have received their grants and funding where
delivery may be disrupted. Separately, some funders have been able to announce that they will
honour all their multi-year grants.
There are a range of funder collaborations coming together. These can include pooling funds for
organisations experiencing a funding shortfall or significant increase in demand on their services as a
result of Coronavirus (and its associated impacts), the funding of specific issues together, and/or
developing a joint rapid response application process for funding.
The Waikato Community Funders Group is looking to support core agencies and frontline services
across the region by co-ordinating efforts to identify gaps in provision and are proposing a single
application process for all local funders. The Waikato Community Funders Group will be contacting
organisations who are active in the region to let them know that this funding is available and how to
apply. The Funders Group includes the Brian Perry Foundation, Braemar Charitable Trust, The
Department of Internal Affairs, DV Bryant Trust, Gallagher Foundation, Len Reynolds Trust,
Momentum Waikato, Trust Waikato, WEL Energy Trust, Hamilton City Council and Waikato Regional
Council. Local funders in the Western Bay of Plenty are working to put together a rapid response
fund with more information on this likely out next week
There is an example of the partnership between the Namaste Foundation and The Gift Trust on a
Covid-19 relief fund for the Wellington region (due to be announced later this week). The Namaste
Foundation will donate funds and administer through the Gift Trust to support emerging needs in
frontline organisations as well as specific issues. They are also open to receiving other donations into
the fund.
It should be noted that some funders are needing to place priority on ensuring their own staff are
well and set up for business continuity and reaching out to the charities they already fund to see
how they are faring and what they can do to support. They are not yet at the point of “reimagining”
their funding for 2020. Others are waiting to see how the government relief funds and local
government approaches might shape their contribution.
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Opportunities & Bright Spots
There is the potential to stimulate increased public giving. Some Community Foundations have
established response funds to respond to community interest in giving. The Auckland Foundation
COVID-19 Community Response Fund for example will focus on the elderly, the homeless, and
women at risk who are facing additional stress. Funders with crowdfunding platforms are
considering how these might be used to stimulate public giving over this time. The Arts Foundation
is looking to encourage engagement in the arts on BOOSTED with live streaming. Not only will this
give access to the arts to New Zealanders over a difficult and confined period, but it would also
encourage crowd funding to support artists.
There is strong interest from funders in supporting volunteering efforts in some way. Some
organisations will still have funding or government grants during over the coming weeks but may
lack volunteers given that a large proportion of the volunteering population is usually over 65 years.
Ideas expressed include funding to train volunteers in safe Covid-19 practices, and involvement in
mobilising younger volunteers to assist. Some volunteering networks have publicised urgent
volunteering opportunities on their websites such as Volunteering Waikato.
There are emerging opportunities in the changing environment to make a difference that funders
such as Foundation North have been considering and are keen to collaborate on. Initial ideas are
connecting the recently unemployed to the Covid-19 response, providing support to groups
mobilising action within communities as well as providing support to not for profit leaders.
Get in touch with Philanthropy New Zealand through our website, Facebook, LinkedIn, or email
info@philanthropy.org.nz.
For more resources head to our Helpful resources - COVID-19 page.
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